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locus motus

2018, kinetic sound installation 1300cm x 1600cm x 450cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/298349485
The installation ‘locus motus’ comprises a kinetic staging. In sets of two, long steel tubes are aligned and hung horizontally, one pair after the other, on transmission belts. At one end, the tubes rest on a wooden structure. Driven by
electric motors attached to the steel beams of the ceiling, they are made to rotate rhythmically. The friction of the rotating steel tubes on the wooden surface causes varying frequencies that produce a constantly changing composition of
sounds.
The interior of Fabrik45 does not only house the installation but is also the linchpin to the work itself. Neither the work
nor the space are perceivable without one another. The shapes of the functional architecture are on the one hand
affirmed and on the other rejected by the installation’s coherent and systematic structure. In its resemblance to an industrial system, it seemingly refers to the factory’s initial purpose. Its role, however, and its nonfunctional and nonmaterialistic product are in contradiction to its nostalgic aesthetics.
Each tube rotates according to its own periodic time system. Yet the predictable sequences transform into an erratic
continuum of repetitions that is impossible to follow.

The entirety of the installation appears to engage in a timeless spectacle. In contrast to visual repetitions, the drastically changing soundscape reflects the installation’s transformation over time. A combination of rough noises, clear
sounds, and minute friction sounds enter into a play that influences the auditory perception of the setting.
The sound frequencies, the mechanically powered elements, together with the given interior suggest an altered spatial
and temporal perception of the location. By a set of rhythmic and arrhythmic stimuli, the visitors’ sense of time is challenged, causing them to subjectively experience the constant process of change of the environment.

seismic trail

2018, sound sculpture/object, 40cm x 13.8cm x 12.5cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/271880277
The performative sound sculpture ‘seismic trail’ developed following a research trip in Dakar (SE) in 2016 under guidance of Mique Eggermond.
Performed live and broadcasted by the nomadic radio station ‘électro magnetic mobile’ hosted by Paul Devens, this
work became part of the ‘off program’ of the ‘African Contemporary Art Biennial: Dak’art’ in 2018.
In 2016, on the island ‘Ile de Mar’ in the south of Dakar, a collection of maps drawn by the locals lead to a research
based on specific features that contribute to one’s orientation and spacial remembrance of a known place.
Hereby the outline of the island or street names seemingly became less important in comparison to details found on
the island like trees (the Baobab tree is considered sacred), communal buildings or religious monuments and the
approximate space between them. Spacial understanding is linked to memory and objects which connect one place
with another. Also given directions rather contained characteristics of the environment like pavement surfaces, color of
houses or other irregular features instead of street or village names.
The work ‘seismic trail’ creates maps along with its journey. Instead of showing territorial borders or infrastructure

such as roads, railroads and buildings only one line is drawn onto the middle of a paper roll. A build seismograph is
placed on the ground of a mini van and traces its horizontal movements while driving through the streets of Dakar. The
frequency that is created and then captured by a smartphone’s lens is turned through the App ‘phono paper’ into a
changing sound. This sound frequency is played back almost immediately by a mega phone through the bus window.
Sharp turns, rough roads or the smoothness of renovated streets reshape the sound scape continuously. Hereby the
driving bus becomes a moving audio sculpture itself through the documentation of its own movement.
A spacial exploratory map is created that can be played at any time and becomes thereby a map of a journey that can
be understood through a single sound frequency.

dadder

2018, mixed media/kinetics, 400cm x 300cm x300cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/257931707
‘Dadder’ (also dather: totter or tremble) is a self-composing sound installation that displays four steel plates that are
pulled up by magnets and dropped again when the tension between both exceeds the gravitational force of the magnets. The plates resonate until silent again.
To be precise, four motors move magnets up and down by winding on and off cords at different speeds. When a
magnet attracts to a plate it shortly after is pulled up again. The time where the magnet and the plate disconnect
varies according to the precise location and surface found on the plate when dropped. The speed of the motors slowly
changes over time. The wear off of the steel plate’s surfaces causes the magnet’s detachment phase to shorten and
the resonating sounds to soften. Herewith every sequence and combination of sounds becomes unique even though
one would assume it to be a repetitive pattern in time.

A literal and metaphorical tension between ground and ceiling is created where the ground is repeatedly ‘pulled’ towards the ceiling. The sudden release of the vertical tension is transformed into sound and air waves that are pushed
toward the surrounding walls. A dialogue is given that reformulates the forces of the interior again and again. The
visitor takes part as a moving element that speculates and is often taken by surprise by the rumbling noise after the
magnet has detached from the plate.
“Dadder” was exhibited at ‘Lankelz’ in Esch-sûr-Alzette (LU) by Cueva, curated by Théid Johanson. The site specific
installation reflected the space’s shapes and round off corners through the movement and shadows of the vibrating
plates.

Re-wind

2017, mixed media, 500cm x 400cm x 250cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/230256246
The work “Re-wind” features an inflatable room that is made-to-measure for its interior of display. All given architectural structures of the space are embodied by interconnected fabric segments. The inflation of all segments is timed to
equal intervals of eight minutes (8 minutes on/off).

The fluorescent light tubes of the ceiling are connected to the activity of the blower. The visitor is free to explore the
space and thereby inevitably takes part of the installation.
‘Re-wind’ took shape along with a research on ocean tides as an analogy for time experience and the idea of space.
Returning ocean tides gradually change the shape of shores over time and at the same time the shore changes the
condition for the reentering water. Two entities that can be seen as spaces engage and influence how one or the other
is shaped. Hereby shore and tide coordinate the other’s expansion repeatedly.
In light of the installation the air present in the interior space is reshaped and pushed into the same segments. The
visitors however influence which part of the room is filled with air by interfering with the air flow of certain areas. The
air inside cannot fully expand into every part of the inflatable room and thereby becomes part of the rest of the space
again. A play between ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ space takes place that is dependent on the visitor’s interactivity with the
installation.
Another aspect of this work is the experience of time felt within the space. The fabric space is rapidly filled with air and
stretches the fabric and slightly elevates the segments. The noise of the blower and the bright light are contributing to
a vibrant experience of the interior. The thick fabric layers together with the sudden break of the blower into the deflating phase of the segments, leave the visitor in almost complete silence. In this scenario the inflating phase is felt
much shorter than the deflating phase. The speed of movement, the light and the sound are shaping two contrasting
situations wherein the same time is sensed differently. Poetic plainness meets dramaturgical strategies to guide a multi
sensory experience of time and space.

rise/set

2017, kinetic/sound installation, 300cm x 300cm x250cm

Three blinds are continuously pulled down by cords which are connected to a central mechanical system installed in
the middle of the exhibition space. When reached the bottom of the window frames the blinds slip up again and the
procedure repeats shortly after.
The mechanical system comprises a central engine which keeps the main wheel in constant circular movement. The
main wheel powers three other wheels which lose contact once their attached blind has been pulled down completely.
The blinds are able to pull themselves up to their initial position.
A repetitive rhythmic composition of analogue sounds is displayed around the room. The scenery outside, visible
through the windows, is again and again unveiled by the blinds and becomes part of the work’s composition.
With the movement of the blinds the light source within the room constantly changes from one side to the other. The
light intensity in the room however, almost stays the same. It is never completely dark and never completely bright.
Since the corner of the space, which holds two walls perpendicularly points towards the North, the sun moves from
the right side of the room towards the left. Thereby the central light source shifts during a day from one side to the
other.
The systematic duodecimal time measurement that common to all societies is hereby questioned. Even though the
circumstances of the interior space such as light and sound are changing through time, the very experience of time
passing by is reduced through the returning circular movement displayed by the machinery.

video link: https://vimeo.com/230252980

Vitamine D

2017, sound sculpture/performance, 350cm x 250cm x 400 cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/230253104
‘Vitamine D’ is a performative audio work that features twelve light sensors that measure the light intensity from out
their position and immediately recite the information in form of a ticking-sound through attached speakers. The speed
of the beat is varying according to the surrounding light intensity.
Each visitor that enters the room carries one sensor while exploring the interior’s light. The complexity of the rhythmic
composition of numerous ticking-noises builds upon the number of participants.
Through the work ‘Vitamine D’ an empirical study took place on how the human sense of sight can potentially be
bridged with the ‘audioception’ of space. Since the human sight is not capable to differentiate between the wide range
of different light shades the sensors are used as a tool to express a wider scheme of intensities through sound. An
extended experience of light and shadows is provided that exceeds the visual understanding of space and is amplified
and backed up through the auditory sense.
Another aspect here is the influence of rhythmic patterns on vision and mood. An accelerating beat results into stress,
excitement or even anxiety and thereby has an impact the remembrance of the space.

‘Vitamine D’ found it’s first form through a collaborative work with Don Possen (NL) in February 2017 for
Kunstpodium T’s exhibition (Tilburg (NL)) #4Transplant.
Hereby the sensors were attached along one of the walls of an interior space. As observed, the sunbeams
entered the room during a specific time frame of three hours per day and would travel along the wall until
exiting again.
For the graduation show 2017 ‚Back To Maybe‘ , an extended form of Vitamine D was accessible online. In
this form of the work the presence of the actual light is completely extracted from the experience. What is
left is an audio representation of an idea of light.

between me

2017, sound installation, 250cm x 150cm x 300cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/232144215
‘between me’ features a narrow room divided by a translucent plastic sheet. The visitor cannot access nor see the
second part of the space. There is a carpet floor and noise damming material on the wall opposite to the plastic sheet.
Light is installed on both sides of the room in order to suggest the idea of space behind the sheet.

Only if the visitor entering the space expresses him/herself vocally, a sequence of two seconds is recorded from a
hidden microphone and is played back by two speakers in two different speeds from the other side of the space. Otherwise, the found circumstances won’t change and the visitor leaves the room unaware of the second part of the work.
The main starting point of ‘between me’ was coined during an artistic research trip in Senegal (2016). The walls and
barriers in some neighborhoods strongly visualised the polarised society of Dakar. The fact of being physically excluded from a part of land or space was intriguing. Even though one cannot physically reach a space, the human auditory
perception is often capable of recreating certain parts of an invisible space through echolocation and imagination.
A space can be understood through associative hearing capacities but every individual human, as a moving instrument, contributes to the total of the sound waves of the space we’re currently in or which is near us. What If we,
ourselves, become our own limitation? In the sense that our own voice is limiting our conversation. Between Me
embodies a work which is dependent on the visitors presence. The visitor becomes part of the invisible space without
entering it physically. Furthermore are the delayed repetitions of certain bits of one’s conversation a limiting factor in
terms of continuously expressing oneself vocally. At the end the visitor is left with two choices: either to play with the
given circumstances or to quietly leave the room again.

moving panels

2017, mixed media, 300cm, 400cm, 600cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/238598449
‘moving panels’ is a mixed media installation showing a motor on a wheeled platform. A tube is holding strings which
run over hooks on the walls to then end attached to differently shaped white styrofoam panels. When external counter
pressure becomes to high the motor switches directions.

The rotation of the motor is winding in and out the threads and thereby pulls the panels up and down the wall. Based
on how many rotations the motor has made and has wind up the threads, the distance that the panels travel varies
on each side of the room. The lengths of every cycle is depending on the conditions around the central engine. The
wheeled platform is also changing its position and thereby shifts the location of the motor.
The other styrofoam elements spread around the room contain hidden light sensor transforming the light from their
individual position into constantly changing sound frequencies (early version of Vitamine D(p. 7-9)).
The sliding styrofoam on the walls and the speakers of the sensors are providing an audio experience composed by
numerous sound sources spread around the room. The movement and sound of the panels are indicating the physical
boundaries of the interior space but at the same time extend the purely visual perception to an audio-interpretation of
the encountered four walls.
The slightly irritating sound rising from the sensors is enhancing the perception of light within the observed space by
changing its intensity and pitch along with the natural light influence. Additionally, it potentially confuses the visitor in
terms of what is actually causing the noise and how. An ever-changing sound scape develops through the varying
conditions found in that specific interior space.
This work is on one hand distorting and changing the perception of the interior space and on the other is showing a
principle of causality resulting in a visual and sound spectacle by integrating the whole room.

hesperides

2017, video/sound installation, 250cm x 600cm x 600cm

video link: https://vimeo.com/252351613
‘Hesperides’ is a video and audio installation. Different time frames are captured by recording a selected group of people vocally engaging and filming the interiors and the outside nature of a farmer’s house in the south of France.

Therefore, three standpoints were chosen wherein the footage was recorded. Later they were reinstalled in three
spaces within the same distances (as recorded), placed in-between a setting that staged certain aesthetics of the initial place of recordings. A selection of sceneries and field recordings showing different time schemes are challenging
the visitors sense of time.
This work took shape online for the graduation show “back to maybe”. Three films and one audio recording has to be
played at the same time.

On Rhythm (part 1 and 2)

2016, video and photo installation, 28cm x 30cm (each photograph)

video stills: part 1

video link: https://vimeo.com/252362811
This Video projection is the first part of the project “On Rhythm”. The projection itself has been used as a sculptural
media to add onto the already existing architectural structures. The constantly changing intensities of sunlight, shown
in the footage, is synched with the volume of a beat played from a metronome echoing through the room representing
the spacial circumstances through the echoing noise.
The second part “On Rhythm” is a photo series which documents the decomposed perspective through/of two window
frames (the same ones which are visible in the projecti- on in “On Rhythm”-part 1 and are part of the actual room).
Each frame is composed by 32 sections. Every window is photographed at a different time of the day captured from a
right angle at the exact height of each section of the frame. The series contains 64 photographs printed in the original
size of the window sections.

steng sin focht (stones are gone)

2016, sculpture/interactive performance, different sizes

At the Residency ‘Antropical’(05.08.-21.08 2016) the site specific work based on the natural environment in Luxembourg lead to an analysis on human created landscapes and the concept of preserved nature. The idea that all
natural parks and forests within Europe are not identifiable as ‘‘wild’’ nature anymore, lead to a research that compares parks to theatre stages. Thereby each detail seemingly becomes a prop from a scenery that by its removal or
replacement changes the whole idea of the play. With that idea in mind, the question of value is inevitable and lead to
the introduction of a “treasure hunt” which embodies an interactive search to find stone copies made in plaster which
were placed in the forest. After they have been found, the original rocks returned to their initial spots.

